English 11-Mrs. Burger
FINAL EXAM

Name:________________________________                               Date: _____________________

Multiple Choice: (worth 1 point each)

1. Which of the following literary terms are synonyms:
   a. Root and Word Origin
   b. Synonym and Antonym
   c. Idiom and Hyperbole
   d. Primary Source and Secondary Source

2. Which of the following literary terms are antonyms:
   a. Allusion and Affix
   b. Primary Source and Secondary Source
   c. Annotate and Works Cited Page
   d. Relevant and Purpose

3. Which of the following is the definition for Allusion:
   a. A group of words established by usage as having meaning not deducible from those individual words.
   b. A word or phrase that means exactly or nearly exactly the same as another
   c. And expression designed to call something to mind without mentioning it explicitly; an indirect or passing reference
   d. The end or finish of an event or process.

4. Which of the following is an example of passive voice?
   a. Our troops defeated the enemy.
   b. Kevin hit the ball.
   c. John jumped the fence.
   d. Kathy took the test.

5. When the teacher described the referral I’d be getting, I felt mad and upset because a referral carries with it a negative, what?
   a. Word Origin
   b. Structure
   c. Bias
   d. Connotation

6. Which of the following literary terms is synonymous with prejudice?
   a. Bias
   b. Works Cited Page
   c. Plagiarism
   d. Point of View
7. When you express the meaning of a passage or quote by using different words, especially to achieve greater clarity, you are:
   a. Annotating
   b. Paraphrasing
   c. Inferencing
   d. Analyzing

8. When you are making an educated guess based on previous knowledge and context clues, you are:
   a. Inferencing
   b. Paraphrasing
   c. Annotating
   d. Analyzing

9. Someone whose house was destroyed in a tornado would be a:
   a. Works Cited Page
   b. Secondary Source
   c. Primary Source
   d. Parenthetical Citation

10. Any recipient of communication, whether read, or delivered from a variety of media is called the:
    a. Purpose
    b. Mood
    c. Effect
    d. Audience

11. If you are invited to a dinner party and there are twinkling Christmas lights on the outside of the house and a beautifully decorated Christmas tree in the living room, you might infer what?
    a. That you are in Santa’s house.
    b. That you should have brought a gift.
    c. That it is December.
    d. That you are hungry.

12. A figure of speech is:
    a. The reoccurrence of an action or event.
    b. Written or spoken language in its ordinary form
    c. The author’s lead in for a character
    d. A word or phrase used in a nonliteral sense to add rhetorical force to a spoken or written passage

13. Which of the following is a metaphor?
    a. Life is a bowl of cherries
    b. Life is like a bowl of cherries
    c. Life is like a box of chocolates
    d. A cat is to a mouse as a hunter is to a deer
14. The author’s mood is the:
   a. General atmosphere created by the author’s words
   b. The author’s lead in for a character, main idea, or event
   c. A literary compound of composition, which encompasses the attitudes toward the subject and the audience implied in a literary work
   d. Intention or purpose

15. The author’s tone is the:
   a. General atmosphere created by the author’s words
   b. The author’s lead in for a character, main idea, or event
   c. Literary compound of composition, which encompasses the attitudes toward the subject and the audience implied in a literary work
   d. Intention or purpose

True or False: (worth 1 point each)
16. A hyperbole is an extreme exaggeration.  T  F
17. Ambiguity is being completely certain and exactness of meaning.  T  F
18. Critical thinking is thinking really hard, using no analysis.  T  F
19. Persuasion is the action or fact of persuading someone or of being persuaded to do or believe something.  T  F

Short Answer: (worth 6 points)
24. Use a concentric circle diagram to compare/contrast a novel we read this semester to another novel or to a movie or TV show.
For the following text, underline (or highlight or circle) AT LEAST FIVE literary or rhetorical devices. Write the device on the numbers below. (5 points)

I woke up wrapped tightly in my down comforter. My toes were toasty and tucked tightly underneath. Yawning, I flipped back the covers, slid my socks inside my slippers, and peered out the window. My eyes adjusted to the blinding white. I was shocked to see the yard that was covered in leaves when I went to sleep was blanketed in several inches of snow! The snow on the lawn was thick like frosting on a cake. Each flake still falling was a frozen lump dancing its way to the piles below. Some snow drifts on my deck were mountain high. I smiled as I walked to the coffee pot knowing that school would surely be cancelled.

Within minutes the aroma of hot coffee filled the kitchen and my nose. The dark bubbling liquid smelled strong and sweet at it flowed into my mug. I breathed it in as I tipped the mug to my mouth and pulled it away quickly. “This is hotter than the fire of a thousand suns!” I shouted in pain. Just then buzz, buzz, buzz went my alarm clock from upstairs. “Uggghhhhh,” I sighed. Just thinking of going into work made me annoyed. I walked up the steps to turn off the incessant buzzing and rejoined my coffee on the couch with a quilt and the book I’d been trying to finish for nearly a year.

Being wrapped in that old lime green quilt brought comfort. My grandma had made it with a square for each of the 50 states. By now, most of the state names had come unstitched and the cotton was nearly see-through in some areas where it had worn over the years, but it still offered warmth. Perhaps, not warm temperatures as much as the warmth of memories of eating grandma’s homemade chicken noodles, laughing with her in the kitchen, and listening to her excitedly read Twas the Night before Christmas each year. This is the first year with her gone. The cancer had taken her from us like a thief.
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